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Abstract 
Cloud computing is a new paradigm shift which enables applications and related content (audio, video, text, images, etc.) 

to be provisioned in an on-demand manner and  being accessible to anyone anywhere in the world without the need for 

owning expensive computing and storage infrastructures. Interactive multimedia content-driven applications in the 

domains of healthcare, aged-care, and education have emerged as one of the new classes of big data applications. This 

new generation of applications need to support complex content operations including production, deployment, 

consumption, personalisation, and distribution. However, to efficiently provision these applications on the Cloud data 

centres, there is a need to understand their run-time resource configurations. For example: (i) where to store and 

distribute the content to and from driven by end-user Service Level Agreements (SLAs)? (ii) how many content 

distribution servers to provision? and (iii) what Cloud VM configuration (number of instances, types, speed, etc.) to 

provision? In this paper, we present concepts and factors related to engineering such content-driven applications over 

public Clouds. Based on these concepts and factors, we propose a performance evaluation methodology for quantifying 

and understanding the runtime configuration these classes of applications. Finally, we conduct several benchmark 

driven experiments for validating the feasibility of the proposed methodology.   

1. Introduction 
CISCO (a network technology giant) predicts that by 2016, 90% of internet traffic will be multimedia 

content (3D images, high resolution video, and audio). In addition to entertainment and advertising 

applications, the new multimedia content-driven applications in the domain of healthcare, aged-care 

and education will contribute significantly to this traffic. The new applications’ contribution to the 

traffic will be due to their unprecedented processing (storage, distribution, and indexing) requirements 

for hundreds of petabytes of content. In the healthcare domain, live as well as archived videos will be 

used as a medium to educate patients about the aftercare treatment (follow-ups), once the patient is at 

home.  This will include video instructions about how to change the dressing on a healing wound or 

how to brush their teeth after having braces installed. Other scenario from healthcare domain will arise 

from the problem of managing petabytes of multimedia content produced by advanced medical 

imaging devices. In conjunction with traditional X-rays, medical imaging can now delve deeper into 

the human body, discovering and analysing smaller and smaller details. In the aged-care domain, 

health professionals will rely on real-time or recorded video feeds from patient’s home to monitor 

clinical signs and indicators such as skin colour, moods and activities to determine whether a patient is 

utilizing devices and medications appropriately. Finally, in the education domain, students will need 

to have the opportunity to access teachers from home; especially, the students in rural or remote areas 



need an opportunity to be able to receive interactive lessons or instructions via live video streaming 

from specialised teachers or trainers who are not available locally.  

 

In the aforementioned application scenarios, hundreds of petabytes of multimedia content will be 

generated which will be required  to be processed (stored, distributed, and indexed with a schema and 

semantics) efficiently  in a way that does not compromise end-users’ Quality of Service (QoS) in terms 

of content availability, content search delay, content distribution delay etc.  Many of the existing ICT 

systems (such as Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) provided by Akamai, Amazon CloudFront, 

Limelight Networks, etc.) that store, distribute, and index hundreds of petabytes of multimedia content 

either fall short of this challenge or do not exist. Hence, there is a need for powerful and sophisticated 

software tools and technologies that can support scalable storage and fast content distribution, while 

ensuring QoS on application case by case basis. 

 

In our previous work [1, 2], we presented MediaWise Cloud Content Orchestrator (MCCO) — a novel 

system that facilitates Do-It-Yourself (DIY) CDN application orchestration for simplifying the 

management of multimedia content (e.g., audio and video) using public Cloud services. Unlike existing 

commercial CDN providers such as Limelight Networks and Akamai, MCCO eliminates the need to 

own and manage expensive infrastructure while facilitating content owner requirements pertaining to 

price, privacy and QoS. It offers enhanced flexibility and elasticity as it supports pay-as-you-go model. 

MCCO content orchestration operations include: (i) production: create and edit; (ii) storage: uploading 

and scaling of storage space; (iii) indexing: keyword-based content tagging and searching; and (iv) 

distribution: streaming and downloading.  Similar to any other Cloud application, MCCO suffers from 

performance unpredictability due to many unknown factors. The availability, load, and throughput of 

Cloud services, for example, CPU, storage, network and software appliances can vary in unpredictable 

ways. Thus, the assurance of QoS targets for the DIY CDN applications can be challenging.  

 

Alhamazani et al. [34] discussed that QoS uncertainty is the chief technical obstacle to successful 

adoption of Cloud computing. The recent very high-profile crash [35] of Amazon EC2 cloud, which 

took down the enterprise applications of many SMEs, is a salient example of unpredictability in Cloud 

environments. Some applications were down for hours, others for days. Theoretically, the elasticity 

provided by Cloud computing can accommodate even unexpected changes in capacity, adding Cloud 

services when needed, and reducing them during the periods of low demand. However, the decisions to 

adjust capacity must be made frequently, automatically and accurately to be cost effective. Hence, 

understanding the relationships between application workload, Cloud service configuration, and QoS 

delivered to end-users is mandatory. To understand such relationships, there is a need to conduct 

several experimental evaluation studies in a systematic way where, a systematic approach may involve 

the following steps: (i) requirement recognition; (ii) service feature identification; (iii) QoS metrics and 

benchmarks listing; (iv) metrics and benchmarks selection; (v) experimental factors listing; (vi) 

experimental factors selection; (vii) experimental design; (viii) experimental implementation; (ix) 

experimental analysis; and (x) conclusion and reporting. However, these steps are specific to the type 

of applications (DIY CDN, web applications, and the like) being evaluated as well as the target 

computing infrastructure (web services, Clouds, grids, and the like). 

 

In this paper, we: (i) present concepts and factors related to hosting DIY content management 

applications over public Clouds; (ii) present extensive performance evaluation techniques for 

quantifying and understanding the runtime configuration management of DIY content management 

applications; and (ii) conduct several benchmark driven experiments for understanding the runtime 

configuration of DIY content management applications and service configuration (virtual machines, 

BLOB storage, Cloud location, pricing, etc.) offered by public Clouds. 



 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the existing work related to 

CDNs and Cloud services evaluation methodology. Section 3 briefly introduces the MediaWise Cloud. 

The comprehensive methodology of evaluating MediaWise Cloud is specified step by step in Section 4, 

with reporting the early-stage experimental results. Conclusions and some future work are discussed in 

Section 5. 

 

2. Related Work  
Due to recent emergence of the Content Distribution Networks (CDN), an increasing attention has been 

paid to their performance characteristics [25]. For example, Johnson et al. [26] conducted one of the 

earliest CDN performance evaluations to compare different commercial products. More specifically, 

performance evaluation has been employed to study different CDN architectures [27]; and some other 

studies used to study performance evaluation to identify the best algorithm that met hierarchical 

streaming requirements [28]. Given the emerging computing paradigm - Cloud computing, researchers 

and practitioners have started using network virtualization and Cloud techniques to satisfy CDN 

requirements. In particular, suitable Cloud resources are used to help provide viable and cost effective 

solutions for realizing CDN services [29]. Since Cloud usage requires deep understanding of how the 

relevant Cloud services may (or may not) match particular demands, Cloud services evaluation would 

act as a crucial part of CDN performance evaluation. 

 

Compared to the traditional CDN systems, the performance evaluation of Cloud-based CDN systems 

would be more challenging. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, the back-ends (e.g., 

configurations of physical infrastructure) of Cloud services are normally uncontrollable (often 

invisible) from the perspective of consumers. Unlike consumer-owned computing systems, Cloud users 

have little knowledge and control over the precise nature of Cloud services even in a ―locked down‖ 

environment [48]. Evaluations in the context of Cloud computing are then inevitably more challenging 

than that for systems where the customer is in direct control of all aspects [23]. Secondly, the open 

indicators (e.g., compute units, memory size, service price, etc.) often lack the provision of 

comprehensive information about a service regarding specific tasks [19]. As a result, there could be 

uncertainty in the runtime of Cloud services due to the various Quality of Service (QoS) consumption 

requirements of different applications [50]. Consequently, service evaluation would be one of the 

prerequisites of employing Cloud-based systems. 

 

When it comes to performance evaluation of Cloud-based CDN systems, it has been recognized that 

Cloud services evaluation [44][49][45] belongs to the field of experimental computer science [23] 

which requires suitable evaluation methodology as a strategic role in directing experimental studies 

[15]. An evaluation methodology instructs a complete evaluation implementation that may cover 

various aspects, for instance, workload selection, experimental design, and result analysis [15]. 

Therefore, a concrete methodology adopted in Cloud services evaluation should distinguish between 

the aforementioned detailed steps [20], [21], [24], [51]. Stanchev [23] extended the ASTAR method 

[22] and specifically suggested a five-step methodology (Identify benchmark, Identify configuration, 

Run tests, Analyse, and Recommend) for evaluating Cloud services. A more detailed evaluation 

methodology was specified in [19], which used the business process modelling notation to describe the 

general steps of developing, executing, and evaluating a Cloud benchmark suite. 

 

However, according to our systematic literature review [32], most evaluators did not strictly define or 

specify their evaluation steps, not to mention using a sound methodology to guide Cloud services 



evaluation. Although the existing evaluation implementations must have followed particular 

approaches, different approaches described in different evaluation reports vary, and even with flawed 

considerations. For example, evaluation methodology has been treated as experimental setup and/or 

preparation of experimental environment [16] where some authors only focused on metrics [17], while 

others only highlighted benchmarks [14] when specifying their evaluation approach. In these studies, 

an inappropriate concern was to separate evaluation metrics and experimental implementation from the 

corresponding methodology [18]. Furthermore, even in the studies with concrete Cloud services 

evaluation methodologies [19], [23], some important steps like the selection of metrics and 

experimental factors were missed out. 

 

Therefore, in this paper, we decided to employ CEEM [33] to investigate the runtime performance of 

MediaWise Cloud. CEEM is a practical evidence-based methodology for Cloud services evaluation. On 

one hand, CEEM summarizes key evaluation activities into ten generic steps. On the other hand, it 

provides a pre-experimental knowledge base and corresponding suggestions, which makes this 

methodology more practical in the Cloud computing domain. Overall, by offering systematic guidelines 

together with evaluation experiences, CEEM may help this study reduce human bias and facilitate 

implementations of Cloud services evaluation.  

 

3. MediaWise Cloud  
 

The MediaWise Cloud [1,2] is the project initiated by Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 

Research Organisation (CSIRO), Australia to develop a Cloud based architecture for efficient content 

production, indexing, consumption and distribution. The MediaWise Cloud aims to circumvent the 

limitations of traditional CDNs such as lack of dynamic content production, indexing, personalization, 

recommendation and flexible pricing. It supports DIY CDN orchestration operations for simplifying 

media production, management and distribution over public and private Clouds such as Amazon EC2 

[3] and CSIRO Cloud [4]. Compared to the traditional CDNs such as, Akamai [36], limelight [37], 

Ooyala [38] and MetaCDN [39], the MediaWise Cloud eliminates the need to own and manage 

expensive infrastructure while facilitating content owner requirements (e.g., News and media 

companies), SLA, security and privacy and QoS. As it is based on the public Cloud infrastructure, it 

supports pay-as-you-go models, scalability and elasticity making it suitable for small, medium and 

large enterprises.  

 

To facilitate efficient media content production, management and distribution, the MediaWise Cloud 

supports a number of orchestration operations. These include:  

1. Content production and deployment: is performed by the content owners. Content can be 

produced dynamically by a number of users using the Social Content Authoring and Sharing 

Platform (SCASP) [42]. The SCASP is a web application as shown Fig. 1. It supports content 

creation in the form storytelling and supports collaborative multimedia content creation and 

authoring by supporting operations such as video/audio split and merge. Once the media is 

created, it can be uploaded to the Cloud for distribution.  

2. Content indexing: is performed by the content owners and the audience/users by attaching the 

appropriate metadata in the form of keywords, textual/visual annotations and comments. The 

content indexing enables fast content search and recommendation.  

3. Content consumption: by users is done via the web-based interface as part of the SACSP. Using 

the web-based interface, the users can search and view the content (see Fig. 1).  



4. Content distribution: is done efficiently by placing the relevant content and different 

geographical locations around the globe. The request for the content is hen mapped dynamically 

to the location that is closest to the user, thereby supporting users’ QoS requirements.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Social Content Authoring and Sharing Platform’s (SCASP) web interface. This web interface can be 

used for commenting and annotating then media content, content recommendation, consumption and 

authoring. 

 

These operations are facilitated using the MediaWise Cloud Content Orchestrator (MCCO) [1, 2] as 

shown in Fig. 2. MCCO was developed using Java programming language and is built using several 

publically available and CSIRO’s in-house APIs. It incorporates an easy-to-use widgets based interface 

that hides the underlying complexity to support aforementioned orchestration life-cycle operations. The 

MCCO operations spans across entire Cloud layers namely, Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), 

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). For instance, MCCO application itself 

sits on SaaS layer where it manages media production, management and distribution applications or 

appliances such as indexing server, content management server and the content streaming server at the 

PaaS layer. At the IaaS layer, it manages operations such as starting and stopping virtual machines 

(VMs) and content storage.  

 

To orchestrate the operations using MCCO (see Fig. 3), firstly the content providers create the content 

and host them on the Cloud, for example on Amazon S3. Secondly, using the content indexer 

appliance(s) at the PaaS layer, the content is annotated and the metadata is created and linked to the 

content. Once the content is indexed, it can be consumed by the end users using the content appliance 

using which they can view the content, comment on the content as well as manipulate content. To 

support the view operation, the content is streamed using the streaming appliance. Based on the number 

of requests and the load on appliances, the resources at the IaaS layer can be scaled up or down. For 

example, by starting new virtual machines (VMs) or stopping the underutilized VMs. In the following 

sections, we will evaluate MediaWise Cloud using the CEEM methodology [33] in the light of 

aforementioned orchestration operations. 



 
 

Fig. 2: Screenshot of the MediaWise Cloud Content Orchestrator (MCCO). 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 3: Orchestration operations supported by the MediaWise Cloud Content Orchestrator (MCCO). 

 

  



4. Cloud Evaluation Experiment Methodology (CEEM) 
 

We followed the ten-step Cloud Evaluation Experiment Methodology (CEEM) [33] to perform an 

initial performance evaluation of the related Cloud services, as illustrated in Table I. For the 

conciseness and convenience of writing, here we briefly introduce our evaluation activities using six 

subsections instead of elaborating the individual steps one by one. Section 2.1 clarifies the evaluation 

requirement and the relevant service features. Section 2.2 main identifies suitable metrics and 

benchmarks for this study. Section 2.3 lists and selects useful experimental factors. Section 2.4 

particularly specifies the experimental design. Section 2.5 reports the experimental results together with 

analyses. Conclusions of this study are drawn in Section 2.6. 

 
Table I. Cloud Evaluation Experiment Methodology [33] 

ID Evaluation Activity Subsection 

1. 
Requirement Recognition: Recognize the problem, and state the purpose of a 

proposed evaluation. 
4.1 

2. 
Service Feature Identification: Identify Cloud services and their features to 

be evaluated. 

3. 
Metrics and Benchmarks Listing: List all the metrics and benchmarks that 

may be used for the proposed evaluation. 
4.2 

4. 
Metrics and Benchmarks Selection: Select suitable metrics and benchmarks 

for the proposed evaluation. 

5. 
Experimental Factors Listing: List all the factors that may be involved in the 

evaluation experiments. 
4.3 

6. 
Experimental Factors Selection: Select limited factors to study, and also 

choose levels/ranges of these factors. 

7. 
Experimental Design: Design experiments based on the above work. Pilot 

experiments may also be done in advance to facilitate the experimental design. 
4.4 

8. 
Experimental Implementation: Prepare experimental environment and 

perform the designed experiments. 
4.5 

9. 
Experimental Analysis: Statistically analyse and interpret the experimental 

results. 

10. 
Conclusion and Reporting: Draw conclusions and report the overall 

evaluation procedure and results. 
4.6 

4.1 Requirement Recognition and Service Feature Identification 

The recognition of an evaluation requirement is not only to understand a problem related to Cloud 

service evaluation, but also to achieve a clear statement of the evaluation purpose, which is an obvious 

while a nontrivial task [6]. To help recognize a requirement, CEEM suggests preparing a set of specific 

and easily answerable questions, so that evaluators can conveniently define clear evaluation objectives, 

and then employ the strategy of sequential experiments to satisfy the overall evaluation requirement. 

As for the service feature identification, CEEM suggests exploring and locating the relevant features in 

a pre-established service feature list [32]. 

 

In this case, to help adjust the configuration of MediaWise Cloud, the main objective of this initial 

evaluation is to understand the variability and scalability of the related Cloud services. In general, 

variability describes the state of spread of a set of data. In this paper, we use variability to indicate the 

extent of fluctuation in values of an individual service performance index. Considering Cloud service 

variability could be related to time and location [30], we define two requirement questions around 

variability: 

 How variable are the related Cloud services when running MediaWise Cloud for a period of 

time? 



 How variable are the related Cloud services when running MediaWise Cloud with respect to 

different locations? 

 

As for the scalability, we have identified two perspectives for the definitions. First, from the 

perspective of changing resource (with a certain amount of workload), scalability refers to the ability of 

a system to enlarge itself to accommodate increased workload. Moreover, two different directions can 

be further distinguished: one is Horizontal Scalability, and the other is Vertical Scalability. Horizontal 

Scalability means the ability of employing more resources, while Vertical Scalability stands for the 

ability of increasing the power of resources [5]. Second, from the perspective of changing workload 

(with unchanged resource), Scalability refers to the ability of a system to deal with the gradually 

increasing amount of work in a graceful manner. Imagine that the naming convention of Horizontal and 

Vertical Scalability is in coordinates (see Fig. 4), we name the Scalability from the second perspective 

of changing workload as Original Scalability. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Three different types of Scalability. 

 

Given the three specific scalability definitions, we can define three requirement questions, as listed 

below. 

 How originally scalable are the related Cloud services when varying MediaWise Cloud 

workload? 

 How horizontally scalable are the related Cloud services when varying the amount of Cloud 

resources? 

 How vertically scalable are the related Cloud services when varying the power of Cloud 

resources? 

 

Moreover, it has been identified that Cloud service variability and scalability have to be reflected by 

the change of value of other performance features [30]. Corresponding to the aforementioned 

MediaWise architecture, we may evaluate the variability and scalability of Cloud services through 

observing the performance change around three physical properties, namely Communication (e.g., 

Ethernet), Computation (e.g., VM Instance), and Storage (e.g., BLOB). Thus, we can further define a 

set of evaluation requirement questions for observing those physical properties, as shown below. 

 How MediaWise Cloud does behave in upload and download of media files with respect to 

particular Cloud service configurations (Communication and/or Storage)? 

 How MediaWise Cloud deals with streaming of media files, with respect to particular Cloud 

service configurations (Computation)? 

 How MediaWise Cloud deals with metadata of media files, with respect to particular Cloud 

service configurations (Computation and/or Storage)? 

 

Original Scalability: 
The system does not 

change at all. 

Horizontal Scalability:  
The system is changed by 
employing more resources. 

Vertical Scalability:  
The system is changed by 
increasing the power of resources. 



4.2 Metrics & Benchmarks Listing and Selection 

According to the rich research in the evaluation of traditional computer systems, the selection of 

metrics plays an essential role in evaluation implementations [7]. Although traditional evaluation 

lessons treat metrics selection as one of the prerequisites of benchmark selection [8], we found that 

there were always tradeoffs between metrics and benchmarks selection when evaluating Cloud 

services. For example, only two metrics (Benchmark Runtime and Benchmark FLOP Rate) are 

available to respectively measure computation latency and transaction speed if adopting NAS Parallel 

Benchmarks to evaluate Cloud services [9]. Therefore, we believe that metrics and benchmarks could 

be determined together within one step. 

 

As suggested in [33], available metrics and benchmarks for Cloud services evaluation can be 

conveniently explored in the existing metric catalogue [31]. Since the choice of appropriate metrics 

depends on the features to be evaluated, evaluators are suggested in using particular Cloud service 

features as the retrieval key to quickly locate candidate evaluation metrics in the catalogue. In 

particular, an evaluated service feature is usually represented by a combination of a physical service 

property and its capability, for example, Communication Latency, or Storage Reliability. Therefore, we 

further split the Service Feature dimension into two parts: Physical Property and Capability Property.  

Recall that the MediaWise Cloud architecture covers different service layers therefore, we decided to 

measure different performance indexes at different service layers, respectively. The selected metrics 

and benchmarks for IaaS evaluation are listed in Table II.  

 

Here we particularly clarify the capability property: Data Throughput. Traditionally, Throughput is the 

term used mainly for measuring data communication speed. Here we consider Throughput as a general 

concept that describes an amount of data processed in a particular period of time (from input to output) 

by any physical property of Cloud services. Moreover, we also replaced another widely-used term 

Bandwidth with Throughput, though they are subtly different concepts. In fact, the ideal bandwidth of a 

physical property can be viewed as one of the inherent characteristics of a Cloud service [46], [47], 

which has to be reflected though evaluating the actual throughput. In other words, the actual throughput 

is equal to the effective bandwidth of a particular physical property in real evaluation experiments. In 

particular, as described in [31], CPU Load is usually used together with other performance evaluation 

metrics to identify saturation points. Saturation Point is a point at which some capacity is at its fullest 

limit. Here we use Saturation Point as a metric to reflect the Original Scalability of different service 

capacities. In the PaaS level, we mainly focus on the Database service and the Streaming service in the 

aforementioned architecture. The selected metrics and benchmarks for PaaS evaluation are then listed 

in Table III.  

 

 
Table II. Metrics and Benchmarks for the IaaS Evaluation 

Service Feature 

Metric Benchmark Physical 

Property 

Capability 

Property 

Communication Data Throughput Upload/Download Byte Rate Self-Monitor 

Communication Scalability  Saturation Point Self-Monitor 

Computation Load CPU Utilization Self-Monitor 

Computation Scalability Saturation Point Self-Monitor 

Storage Data Throughput Disk I/O Bit Rate Unknown 

Storage Scalability Saturation Point Unknown 

 



Here we particularly explain the capability property Latency. Latency is mainly related to the measure 

of time delay for a particular job. In the literature, we found various definitions of latency depending on 

different contexts or perspectives. Here we give Latency the broadest meaning to describe all the time-

related capacities of a commercial Cloud service. As for the detailed contexts and perspectives, we can 

make further analysis by distinguishing different time windows, as demonstrated in Fig. 5. On the one 

hand, from the perspective of client, Latency can refer to the response time (the elapsed time before the 

first reacting to the request) from a Cloud service while the service may be still working; and it can also 

refer to the total time taken for achieving the result of a job (i.e. the (client) wall clock time). Note that 

the response time will be equal to the (client) wall clock time if the response from service is given only 

after the job is finished. In such a case, we suggest using only the (client) wall clock time to avoid the 

possible confusion. On the other hand, from the perspective of Cloud service, Latency may refer to the 

delayed time before really executing a job (e.g. the average wait time in queue [5]); and it may also 

refer to the required time of completing the job (e.g. the execution time for Computation [12] or the 

transfer time for Communication [13]). Meanwhile, the sum of wait time and execution time is then the 

(Cloud) wall clock time from the Cloud service’s perspective [11]. 
 

Table III. Metrics and Benchmarks for the PaaS Evaluation 

Service Feature 

Metric Benchmark Platform 

Property 

Capability 

Property 

Indexing Service Latency Response Time JMeter 

Indexing Service Scalability  Saturation Point JMeter 

Streaming Service Latency Response Time SSPT tool 

Streaming Service Data Throughput Bit Rate SSPT tool 

Streaming Service Scalability Speedup SSPT tool 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                             Fig. 5: Different time windows for defining Latency. 

 

 

As for benchmarks, JMeter can be used to simulate different number of concurrent user requests to read 

from the Indexing service. By testing the Response Time under various request loads, we can identify 

the request Saturation Point to reflect the original scalability of the service.  

 

JMeter provides yet another Throughput definition. Throughput is calculated as requests/unit of time 

[40]. The time is calculated from the start of the first sample to the end of the last sample. This includes 

any intervals between samples, as it is supposed to represent the load on the server. The formula is: 

Wait 

Time 

Client Cloud Service 

Response 

Time 

(Client) 

Wall Clock Time 

Execution 

Time 

(Cloud) 

Wall Clock Time 

 Request 

 Response 

 Result 



Throughput = (number of requests) / (total time).The throughput is calculated from the point of view of 

the sampler target (e.g. the remote server in the case of HTTP samples). JMeter takes into account the 

total time over which the requests have been generated. That means if other samplers and timers are in 

the same thread, these will increase the total time, and therefore reduce the throughput value. So we 

avoided the situation where two identical samplers with different names which will have half the 

throughput of two samplers with the same name.  As for Latency, JMeter’s measurement is well 

aligned with our definition. JMeter measures the latency from just before sending the request to just 

after the first response has been received. Thus, the time includes all the processing needed to assemble 

the request as well as assembling the first part of the response, which in general will be longer than one 

byte. Protocol analysers (such as Wireshark) measure the time when bytes are actually sent/received 

over the interface. The JMeter time should be closer to that which is experienced by a browser or other 

application client. As for the Streaming service, we employ the Smooth Streaming Performance 

Testing (SSPT) tool. Firstly, we may pre-configure and vary the VM instance types and the streaming 

workloads. Then, by measuring different streaming Response Time and Bit Rate with different 

configurations, we can calculate Speedup to reflect Streaming service’s different scalabilities. 

4.3 Experimental Factor Listing and Selection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: Experimental factor listing and selection. 

 

Before evaluating a Cloud service feature, knowing all factors (also called parameters or variables) that 

affect the service feature is a tedious but necessary task [10]. Although listing a complete scope of 

Input Factors and Output Responses for Applying DOE to Cloud Services 
Evaluation 

 
Capacity − 

Data Throughput − 

A set of available metrics + 

Latency − 

A set of available metrics + 

Transaction Speed − 

A set of available metrics + 

Availability − 

A set of available metrics + 

Reliability − 

A set of available metrics + 

Scalability − 

A set of available metrics + 

Variability − 

A set of available metrics + 

Computing Resource − 

Memory (Cache) − 

Physical Location 

Storage − 
Geographical Location 

Type (Queue/Table/Blob) 

 
VM Instance − 

Geographical Location 

Number 

OS Brand 

Physical Location 

VM Type 

 

Communication − 

Size 

Level (IP vs. MPI message) 

Scope (Intra-Cloud vs. Wide area) 

Computation − 

Core Number 

ECU Number 

Thread Number 

CPU − 
Architecture (32 vs. 64 bit) 

Brand 

Model 

Ethernet I/O Index 

Frequency (GHz) 

Size 

Workload − 

Terminal − 

Activity − 

Duration 

Frequency 

Number 

Object − 

Number 

Size/Complexity 

 

Geographical Location 

 Number 

Type (Client vs. VM Instance) 

 

Timing 

 

Arrangement − 

Direction (Input vs. Output) 

Sequence (Serial vs. Parallel) 



experimental factors may not be easily achieved, at all times evaluators should keep the factor list as 

comprehensive as possible, for further analysis and decision making about the factor selection and data 

collection [8]. When it comes to a particular evaluation experiment, however, it is better to start with 

limited design factors distinguished from nuisance ones and those that are not of interest. In other 

words, the factors that are expected to have high impact should be preferably selected [8]. As 

mentioned in [33], we may refer to the existing evaluation experiences to quickly lookup and identify 

design factors, as shown in Fig. 6. 
 

Table IV. EC2 VM Instance Types Involved in this Evaluation 

VM Type ECU Memory Storage Network Price (Windows) 

m1.small 1 1.7GB 1x160GB Low $0.091/Hour 

m1.medium 2 3.75GB 1x410GB Moderate $0.182/Hour 

m1.large 4 7.5GB 2x420GB Moderate $0.364/Hour 

 

 
 

                 Fig. 7: Test bed to study content distribution capabilities of the MediaWise system.  

 

For variability evaluation.  

 Duration: For each evaluation experiment, we decided to take a ten-minute observation after 

warming up. In other words, we assign the value of Duration as ten minutes. 

 (Service) Geographical Location: To cover the typical geographical locations for servers, we 

choose VM instances located in US, European and Asian data centres. 

 (Client) Geographical Location: Local machine vs. Amazon EC2 instance 

For scalability evaluation.  

 Request Frequency. 



 VM Instance Type: To investigate the runtime performance of MediaWise Cloud from a 

perspective of baseline, we select the Micro, Medium, and Large instance types, as listed in Table 

IV. 

 VM Instance Number. 

 File Size: We choose file size ranging from 1MB to 200MB approximately. 

 

4.4 Experimental Design using Conceptual Model-based Blueprint 

Based on our taxonomy, we have built a conceptual model that further rationalizes and emphasizes the 

detailed relationships among those evaluation elements and classifiers. In essence, the 

elements/classifiers and their relationships can abstractly define and characterize the actual evaluation 

work, and therefore enable relatively fair and rational comparison between different performance 

evaluations according to their abstract characteristics. In practice, the taxonomy-based descriptions are 

used to mainly help clarify the evaluation requirements, while the conceptual model-based blueprint is 

used to represent the experimental design clearly and simply. In this case, we can draw the conceptual 

model-based blueprint for evaluating MediaWise Cloud, as shown in Fig. 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8: The conceptual model-based blueprint for evaluating MediaWise. 

 

The experimental blueprint is composed of four parts, namely Experimental Operation, Workload, 

Cloud Resource, and Capability. In the Experimental Operation part, Repeat and Set Geographical 
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Location naturally belong to the time- and location-variation evaluation scenarios, and they are 

therefore variability-related operations; Set Amount, Set Size, and Set Type exist in the workload- and 

resource-variation evaluation scenarios, and thus they are scalability-related operations; while as 

explained in the previous subsection, Set Direction and Set Sequence are operations that simulate 

potentially different customer-request scenarios. In the Workload part, we may use one of three 

different entities (Client/User, Request, and Media File) to describe performance evaluation workload. 

Note that, the Request here is client’s activity, which is different from the aforementioned experimental 

operations. In the Cloud Resource part, we are concerned with three types of resources, namely 

Ethernet, VM instance, and Blob Storage. We consider Ethernet as a special Cloud resource, because 

Cloud services are employed inevitably through Internet/Ethernet. In fact, the Ethernet I/O Index is 

usually pre-supplied as a service-level agreement (SLA) by service providers. As for the Capability 

part, it is clear that the capabilities of a Cloud computing resource are intangible until they are 

measured. Meanwhile, the measurement has to be realized by using measurable and quantitative 

metrics. Therefore, we can treat the values of relevant metrics as tangible representations of the 

evaluated capacities.  

 

4.5 Experimental Results and Analysis 

Based on the aforementioned experimental design, we performed a number of experiments to validate 

the MediaWise Cloud. In particular, we performed analysis of content indexing, content consumption 

and content distribution capability of the MediaWise Cloud, as specified in the following subsections 

respectively.  

 

4.5.1 MediaWise Content Production and Deployment 

In this section, we analyse MediaWise Cloud’s deployment performance. We expect a large number of 

users (consumers) using the MediaWise Cloud to deploy and host their content from around the globe. 

The hosted content can be accessed by the intended consumers anywhere, anytime at anyplace. As the 

content producers and the content consumers can be located anywhere in the world, we studied the 

amount of time and speed associated with content hosting on the Cloud.  In particular, upload 

throughput was computed by uploading the files of various sizes (50.70 MB, 103 MB and 201 MB) to 

various geographically distributed Amazon data centres. These include:  USA (Virginia), South 

America (Sao Paulo), Europe (Ireland) and Asia-Pacific (Sydney).   We also analysed the amount of 

time taken by the content consumers to download the files from different data centres and computed the 

average download throughput. For these experiments, we assumed that the content consumers and the 

content producers are located at Canberra, Australia. 

 

A client device (in Canberra) running Windows Vista on a laptop,  and connected to IEEE 802.11n 

WLAN downloaded and uploaded three files of sizes 50.70 MB, 103 MB and 201 MB sequentially,  

from Amazon’s USA, South America, Europe and Asia-Pacific data centres. Fig. 9 shows the average 

upload throughput in Mb/s for four aforementioned data centres. From our results, we concluded that 

the distance between client location and data centres can have a significant impact on the average 

upload throughput. For example, the average upload throughput for uploading files to Sydney data 

center was approximately 9 Mb/s whereas for USA, South America and Europe, it was 0.3553 Mb/s, 

0.2587 Mb/s, 0.4127 Mb/s, respectively. These results strongly suggest content producers should 

deploy their files to closest data center. In this case, it was Sydney. 

 

Similarly, to study the average download throughput, the same client downloaded the files of sizes 

50.70 MB, 103 MB and 201 MB from the aforementioned data centres. Fig. 10 shows the results 



pertaining to average download throughput. As can be noticed, the average download throughput is 

higher if the files are downloaded from Sydney data center (closest to the user) followed by USA, 

Europe and South America. From these results we again conclude that content should be consumed 

from the data center closest to the user as distance between the user and the data center plays a vital 

part in hampering the download throughput. 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9: Content upload throughput computed by uploading files from Canberra, Australia to multiple geographical 

locations around the world. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10: Content download throughput computed by downloading files from Canberra, Australia to multiple 

geographical locations around the world. 

 
4.5.2 MediaWise Indexing Service Evaluation 



Since GET is one of the most widely used operations (considering web services) before consuming the 

media content through the MediaWise Cloud, we particularly evaluated the indexing service in regards 

to the GET performance using JMeter. Before the evaluation, we pre-stored 1000 records in the MySql 

database hosted in the selected types of VM instances respectively for the MediaWise Indexing 

Service. By issuing GETs once per second, we performed 10-minute sequential requests from each of 

the VM instances. Several typical indices of the experimental result are shown in Table V, which can 

be used to initially answer the evaluation questions about time-related variability and vertical 

scalability of indexing service. Following the suggestions in Step 9 (see Table I) of the evaluation 

methodology, we further visualized the experimental results to better answer the questions and also 

facilitate experimental analysis, as shown in Fig. 11. Using experimental studies we found that the GET 

response time from m1.small instance is roughly between 200ms and 300ms, while the GET response 

time from m1.medium and m1.large are relatively stable and mostly below 150ms. 

 
Table V. Response Time of GET from the MediaWise Indexing Service 

VM Type Average Minimum Maximum Standard Deviation Performance/Price 

m1.small 235.3 ms 192 ms 347 ms 21.6 ms 2585.7 ms/$ 

m1.medium 137.8 ms 129 ms 255 ms 18.6 ms 757.1 ms/$ 

m1.large 129.6 ms 121 ms 252 ms 18.7 ms 356 ms/$ 

 

 

 

Fig. 11: The sequential GET response time during 10 minutes. 

 

To be more specific, we used Boxplot (cf. Fig. 12) to scale different quartiles of the GET response 

time. Note that the crosses in Fig. 11 indicate the outlier observations falling out of the 1.5 inter-

quartile range (IQR). It is clearer that the indexing service using m1.small instance performs much 

worse than using the m1.medium and m1.large instances, with regard to not only the GET response 

time but also the variability of the response time. However, by using the metric Performance/Price 

Ratio (cf. Table V), we can find that the indexing service supported by m1.small could be significantly 

more cost-effective than that by m1.medium and m1.large. Therefore, we decided to use the m1.small 

type to conduct horizontal scalability evaluation in the future, for the purpose of balance between 

potential performance and cost of the indexing service. 
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Fig. 12: The sequential GET response time during 10 minutes shown in boxplot. 

 

4.5.3 MediaWise Streaming Service Evaluation 

In Section 4.5.1, we analysed the performance related to content deployment and concluded that the 

content should place to and consumed from the data center closest to the user. In this subsection, we 

study the performance of MediaWise Cloud in regards to content distribution. Content distribution 

involves distributing the deployed content (by content producers) to content consumers or users. In 

regards to content consumption tests, we tested our hypothesis that through vertical scalability, more 

users will be supported by the MediaWise system. We assumed that these users will request high 

definition (HD) videos from the MediaWise Cloud. In order to test this hypothesis, we deployed our 

MediaWise Cloud comprising of three streaming appliances running on three different Amazon EC2 

instances with different capabilities, as mentioned in table IV. 

 

The MediaWise streaming appliances comprise of Wowza Media Servers [43] which were 

performance-tuned based on the specifications provided by Wowza documentation. The experimental 

test bed is shown in Fig. 7. The Amazon EC2 instances were running in the Virginia (USA) data center 

and a large number of clients were situated in Canberra, Australia. We used the Wowza Load Test tool 

to simulate a large number of clients. Fig. 13 shows the Wowza server saturation points of MediaWise 

System. This figure shows that a small Amazon EC2 instance (m1.small) supports 900 clients whereas 

m1.medium type instance supported 1450 users and the m1.large instance supported 2600 users, 

respectively. It is clear from Fig. 13 that the aforementioned hypothesis is verified as true. Note that the 

MediaWise Cloud starts refusing users’ requests above those saturation points. One of the major factors 

influencing the saturation point was CPU utilization. Fig. 14 shows the rate of change of CPU 

utilization which is directly affected by the number of clients trying to connect the Wowza streaming 

server. It can be seen from this figure that CPU utilization increases rapidly when more clients connect 

to the Wowza streaming server. For small instance (m1.small) the CPU utilization reached 100% at 900 

users. For medium instance (m1.medium) the CPU utilization reached 100% at 1450 users and for the 

large instance (m1.large) CPU utilization reached 100% with 2600 users.  

 



                     
 

Fig. 13: Total number of users supported by Wowza server on different Amazon EC2 instances. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 14: Rate of change of CPU utilization wr.t increase in the number of users. 

 

5. Conclusions and Future Work  
In this paper, we presented an experimental methodology for evaluating the run-time performance 

management of MediaWise System. We clearly articulated and quantified the QoS parameters related 

to different components of the MediaWise System. We also identified the important benchmarks which 

are required for conducting performance evaluation experiments of classes of content-driven 

applications. The proposed methodology is comprehensive as it can evaluate the impact of wide-area 

network as well as Cloud resource configurations on performance of MediaWise system. Through the 

detailed experiments in this performance evaluation study, we confirm that geographical locations of 

CDN servers would have huge impact on the data transfer performance. For example, Australian users 

would have much better customer experiences if the consumed contents are located in Sydney-region 

data centre. Furthermore, we found that the trade-off between performance and cost of Cloud-based 

CDN systems could be a tricky issue. For example, in this case, although the m1.small type of EC2 



instance performs unsurprisingly the worst, it has significant cost advantage for supporting the 

MediaWise system. 

 

Therefore, in future work, we will unfold the horizontal scalability evaluation to reveal that to what 

extent the m1.small type could keep its cost advantage for MediaWise system. Moreover, we will apply 

the proposed methodology to conduct experiments for a large variety of applications that can be built 

using the MediaWise system. These applications include real-time video surveillance for aged-care 

monitoring, education, and video analytics. We believe that the methodology can also be applied to 

other emerging big data applications in domain of disaster management, high energy physics, 

genomics, automobile simulations, medical imaging, remote earth sensing, and the like.  
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